The accumulated round-off error incurred in long arithmetic computations involving a randomized mixture of addition, subtrac tion , multiplication and division operations applied to an initial randomly generated data base is studied via simulation. Truncated and rounded floating-point arithmetic and truncated and rounded logarithmic ari�hmetic are simultaneously utilized for each of the com p utation sequences and the resulting round-off error accumulations for these four sy s tems are compared .
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The accumulation of round-off error in long computerized computations ·is a phenomenon that can destroy an efficient and sound computational procedure predicated on arithmetic in the real number field.
The additional time consuming steps of comput i ng rigorous error bounds for the computation can yield overly pessimistic assessments of the accuracy of the results for two reasons. Firs t the progressive computation of error bounds via techniques such as interval analysis do not adequately compensate for the correlation of individual errors introduced when the same variable reappears in the computation, so the generated error bounds can be far from the tightest error bounds possible. Second, the general statistical nature of the errors introduced by round-off will usually cause the results to satisfy much tighter error bounds than the worst possible cases with probability 1-£, where £ may be much smaller than the error probability for erroneous results due to undetected machine failure.
It is the purpose of th i s study to investigate and summ arize the effects of accumulation of round-off error in long randomly chosen computerized computations via simulation.
More details relevant to the computerized implementation of the procedures des cri bed in this study are given in [1] .
With regards to the methods of round-off, four different "arithmetic." have been utilized simultaneously for the long -2-computation sequences.
Rounded and truncated floating point six significant hexadecimal digit arithmetic are two of the modes investigated.
It has been well documented (1) that the relative spacing between neighbors in a base a floating-point system has a variability of a factor of a.
The overa l l assessment of the effect on error growth of using a large base such as 16 for floatin g point computations is difficult to dete�ine.
Thus for comparison we have also introduced a logarithmic number system where the relative spacing between neighbors is uniform. The two arithmetics characterized as rounded logarithmic and truncated lo g arithmic are then developed.
In section II the rigorous specification for these four arithmetics is presented.
The nature of our computational model for the assessment of the error growth for long "randomized" arithmetic computations is presented in section III. A series of multiplications with rounding and random replacement of one operand by the result will eventually cause all relative errors to have the same sign (with probability 1) so that furthe! error cancellations do not occur.
The same experiment with one half mult i ply and one half divide operations will, however, continue to effect error cancellations and severely retard the error growth rate.
This phenomenon is discussed in section IV.
The total accumulated error in long computations may be logically divided into the propagated initial errors (where all subsequent arithmetic operations are considered to be exact), and the accumulated round-off error due to the - As an alternative to floating-point arithmetic a logarithmically based arithmetic system will now be introduced.
For the arbitrary real number p > 1, called the �, the logarithmic space Lp is the following set of numbers:
The truncation mapping Tp and the rounding mapping Rp into the lagari thmic space Lp are defined as f' ollows: 
The elements of the vectors ra nd t are single precision floating-point numbers as defined by R�6 and T�6 respectively.
The vectors m and n consist of integer valued elements which are determined from twice the base � logarithms of the T � and R� mappings. respectively along with sign information on a· (even parity indicates positive number, see [ ]).
1.
For each arithmetic operat ion two indices i and j are each chosen at random uniformly over 1 to 60 (with i�j). An arithmetic operation, . ,i s also randomly chosen according to s ome specified distribution over the operations add, subtract, multiply and divide.
Then in the vectors a, r, t,
Similarly mi and n i are replaced with the appropriately coded data result i ng from the same operation using T� and R� arithmetic on the i th and j th e lements of m and n respectively ( Il. error.
These initial errors will be propagated through the succeeding arithmetic operations, so they will have a marked effect on the overall accumulated error. Figure 1 shows the median relative error introduced in the data bases Xl and K2 b y the necessary spa ce conversions.
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MEDIAN OF THE ABSOLUTE VALUES OF RELATIVE SPACE CONVERSION
$RRORS FOR DATA BASES It would be expected that an average relative error under truncation should be close to twice the relative error introduced by rounding, and the data of Figure 1 shows this behavior.
-13-
The specification of a probability distribution for the four arithmetic operations add, subtract, multiply and divide constitutes an operator mix. Numerous random computa tion sequences were applied to members of the data bases Kl and K2 by the procedure described in the previous section utilizing different operator mixes. The specific operator mixes studied were:
1)
100% Multiply,
2)
50% Multiply -50% Divide,
3)
75% Multiply -25% Divide,
4)
100% Addition,
5)
100% Subtraction,
6)
75% Addition -25% Subtraction,
7)
50% Addition -50% Subtraction,
8)
25% Each Operation,
9)
331%
1"
Each for Addition, Multiplication, and Division.
Some additional examples involving random "doubleprecision" TI� computations applied to the vec.t'Or t of Kl were generated to allow a separate assessment of the effects of propag ated space conversion error only.
The growth of relative error as a function of the number of arithmetic operations executed was plotted on a semi-log sc ale for fev��teen different random computation sequences and these graphs appear in the appendix.
It was
found that the median relative error for the sixty elements of each data vector exhibited the smoothest behavior for plotting.
-14- The error growth rate corresponding to an operator mix of 50% multiply and 50% divide is seen in Figure A Table 2 , and it can be seen that -17-the growth rate for 50% multiply and 50% divide has a slope essentially one-half that of the 100% mUltiply operator mix. This is a significant improvement in the control of error accumulation. The reason for this improvement is that division yields a relative error equal to the difference of the relative errors of the operands.
Thus repeated error
cancellations will continue to occur in our random computation model in contrast to the 100% multiply case. Figures A-4 and A-5 show results for the operator mix 75% multiply -25% divide applied to both data sets Kl and K2, and the growth rate of error is seen to fall in between the rates for 100% multiply and 50% multiply -50% divide.
-18-
The conclusions from these computations with various multiply-divide operator mixes is that the actual operator mix essentially determines the extent of error cancellation and therefore the gtowth rate of accumulated error. will tend to be dominated by th� that is the large�agnitude of the two. Note th at compre ssing th is curve by a fac tor of 2/3 on the hor i zontal ax is yields a curve simi lar in genera l growth to the 50-50 mul tiplication and divi sion operator mix re sults of Figure A -3.
Prediction of th e pattern of the growth of accumulated round-off error for all four arithmetic operations is very difficult because of the subtraction operations . It tends to grow at an increasing rate on the semi -log scale in a -23-manner analogous to add ition and subtraction only . When the subtra ction operation is omi tted , the rate of growth is mo re like those of mul tiplication and divis i�n on ly .
No te th at no one of the four particular arithme tics shows an improvement factor greater than 10 ove r any other .
We now want to examine the e ffects of propagated space conversion error only , una ffected by th e accumulated round-off error inherent in the ari thme tic operations .
To imp lement this , the data base vector a is simp ly mapped by T�6 arithmetic to t, and then further arithmetic on t is executed in standard doub le precision just as are ope rations on the "true va lues " of a.
In Figure A -IS it is shown that the propagated space conversion error generated for all operations grows at a rate equally err atic and comparab le to the curve of Figure It is less by an approximate factor of 0.3 on the vertical log scale (a factor of two) .
The curve s are virtually parallel implying the same growth rate once the mode l has settled down .
-24-
The propagation of space conversion error for 100% addi tion mapped initially by T�6 is compared to the same arithmetic including accumulated round-off error in Figure A- 600 .
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